Let m, n be positive integers, v a multilinear commutator word and w = v m . Denote by v(G) and w(G) the verbal subgroups of a group G corresponding to v and w, respectively. We prove that the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and w(G) is locally nilpotent is a variety (Theorem A). Further, we show that in the case where m is a prime-power the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite is a variety (Theorem B). We examine the question whether the latter result remains valid with m allowed to be an arbitrary positive integer. In this direction, we show that if m, n are positive integers, u a multilinear commutator word and v the product of 896 u-words, then the class of all groups G in which the v m -values are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup u(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite is a variety (Theorem C).
Introduction
A variety is a class of groups defined by equations. More precisely, if W is a set of words, the class of all groups satisfying the laws W ≡ 1 is called the variety determined by W . By a well-known theorem of Birkhoff [9, 2.3.5] , varieties are precisely classes of groups closed with respect to taking subgroups, quotients and Cartesian products of their members. Some interesting varieties of groups have been discovered in the context of the Restricted Burnside Problem solved in the affirmative by Zelmanov [18, 19] .
It is well-known that the solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem is equivalent to each of the following statements.
(i) The class of locally finite groups of exponent n is a variety.
(ii) The class of locally nilpotent groups of exponent n is a variety.
The equivalence of the two above results follows from the famous HallHigman reduction theorem [5] . Recall that a group is said to locally have some property if all its finitely generated subgroups have that property. A number of varieties of (locally nilpotent)-by-soluble groups were presented in [10, 11] .
The solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem strongly impacted our understanding of Engel groups. An element x of a group G is called a (left) Engel element if for any g ∈ G there exists n = n(x, g) ≥ 1 such that [g, n x] = 1, where the commutator [g, n x] is defined recursively by the rule If n can be chosen independently of g, then x is a (left) n-Engel element. A group G is called n-Engel if all elements of G are n-Engel. In [17] Zelmanov remarked that the eventual solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem would imply that the class of locally nilpotent n-Engel groups is a variety (see also Wilson [16] ). Recently groups with n-Engel word-values were considered [1, 2, 14, 15] .
If w is a word in variables x 1 , . . . , x k we think of it primarily as a function of k variables defined on any given group G. We denote by w(G) the verbal subgroup of G generated by the values of w. The word w is called multilinear commutator (of weight s) if it has a form of a multilinear Lie monomial (in precisely s independent variables). Particular examples of multilinear commutators are the lower central words γ k , defined by
and the derived words δ k , on 2 k variables, which are defined by
The verbal subgroups γ k (G), corresponding to γ k , and G (k) , corresponding to δ k , are the k-th term of the lower central series of G and the k-th derived subgroup of G, respectively.
The goal of the present article is to prove the following theorems. We do not know whether the hypothesis that m is a prime-power is essential in Theorem B. Our next result is an evidence supporting the conjecture that the theorem remains correct with m allowed to be any positive integer. Given a positive integer s and a word u = u(x 1 , . . . , x k ), we call the word u(x 11 , . . . , x 1k )u(x 21 , . . . , x 2k ) · · · u(x s1 , . . . , x sk ) of ks variables the product of s u-words. It is clear that for any word u, positive integer s and a group G, the verbal subgroup u(G) coincides with the verbal subgroup v(G), where v is the product of s u-words. The constant 896 in the statement comes from the results of Nikolov and Segal on commutator width of finite groups [7] . The proof of Theorem C uses special properties of finite groups in which every product of 896 u-values has order dividing m (see Lemma 4.1 in Section 4 for details).
An inspection of the proofs of Theorems B and C shows that whenever a group G belongs to one of the varieties considered in those theorems, the verbal subgroup v(G) is actually (locally nilpotent)-by-(locally finite) and hence locally (nilpotent-by-finite). This observation leads to some alternative characterizations of the varieties. This is discussed in Section 5.
Most important ingredients of the proofs presented in the article originate from the techniques created by Zelmanov in his solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem. The classification of finite simple groups is used as well.
Throughout the paper we write, "{a, b, . . . }-bounded" to abbreviate "bounded from above in terms of a, b, . . . only".
Proof of Theorem A
The proof of Theorem A will be quite short.
Let m, n be positive integers, v a multilinear commutator word and w = v m . We denote by W = W(m, n, v) the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup w(G) is locally nilpotent.
An important role in the proof will be played by the following proposition taken from [1] . Proof. Suppose that this is false. Then there exists an infinite sequence (G i ) i≥1 of nilpotent groups satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma such that the nilpotency class of G i tends to infinity as i tends to infinity. In each group G i we choose d generators x i1 , . . . , x id which are n-Engel. Here the elements x i1 , . . . , x id are not necessarily pairwise distinct. Let C be the Cartesian product of the groups G i and let y 1 , . . . , y d be the elements of C such that the i-th component of y j is equal to x ij for every i ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Obviously, each of the elements y i is n-Engel in C. Let H be the subgroup of C generated by y 1 , . . . , y d . Since every group G i is a homomorphic image of H, the subgroup H is not nilpotent. On the other hand, being a finitely generated residually nilpotent group, H is residually finite. Moreover all wvalues in H are n-Engel. Thus, by Proposition 2.1, H is nilpotent. This is a contradiction.
The proof of Theorem A is now an easy consequence of the previous lemma.
Proof of Theorem A. The class W is obviously closed with respect to taking subgroups and quotients of its members. Hence, it is sufficient to show that if G is a Cartesian product of groups G i from W, then G ∈ W. Of course, the w-values are n-Engel in G so it remains only to prove that the verbal subgroup w(G) is locally nilpotent. Take a finitely generated subgroup H of w(G). There exist finitely many w-values w 1 , . . . , w d such that H ≤ w 1 , . . . , w d . Put K = w 1 , . . . , w d and let π i be the projection from K to w(G i ). By Lemma 2.2 there exists a constant ǫ such that the nilpotency class of π i (K) is at most ǫ for every i. Since the intersection of the kernels of π i is trivial, K is nilpotent of class at most ǫ. In particular, H is nilpotent and w(G) is locally nilpotent.
Proof of Theorem B
It will be convenient first to prove Theorem B in the particular case where v = δ k is a derived word. A subset X of a group G is called commutatorclosed if [x, y] ∈ X whenever x, y ∈ X. The fact that in any group the set of all δ k -values is commutator-closed will be used without explicit references. Following Zelmanov's solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem a number of results bounding the order of a finite group have been found. One example of such a result is provided by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a prime and G a finite p-group generated by a normal commutator-closed set of elements of order dividing m. Suppose additionally that G satisfies an identity f ≡ 1 and is d-generated for some d ≥ 1. Then the order of G is {d, m, f }-bounded.
Proof. The proof can be obtained just reproducing the argument of the final paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [12] . Arguments of this kind are now considered fairly standard. We therefore omit the details.
The next lemma is a quantitative version of Lemma 3.4 in [12] . Lemma 3.2. Let G be a group generated by a normal commutator-closed set X of elements of finite order dividing m. Suppose that G is generated by finitely many elements x 1 , . . . , x d ∈ X and let N be a subgroup of G of finite index r such that X ∩ N = 1. Then G is finite and its order is {d, m, r}-bounded.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that N is normal in G. For any x ∈ X and y ∈ N we remark that [ 
The subgroup N/L is contained in the centre of G/L and so the index of Z(G/L) is at most r. By Schur's Theorem [9, Theorem 10.1.4], the commutator subgroup of G/L is finite of r-bounded order and we conclude that G/L is finite of {d, m, r}-bounded order. It follows that L can be generated by {d, m, r}-boundedly many elements. We know that L has finite exponent dividing m d . Therefore L is finite of {d, m, r}-bounded order. The lemma follows.
Given a prime p and a finite group G, we denote by O p (G) the unique maximal normal p-subgroup of G. In the proposition that follows we will require a recent result of Guralnick and Malle [3] : if G is a finite group generated by a normal commutator-closed set of p-elements, then either G is a p-group or p = 5 and G/O 5 (G) is a direct product of copies of A 5 , the alternating group of degree 5. Applying Lemma 3.2 to G/ Y , we obtain that the order of G/ Y is {d, m}-bounded. Therefore Y has a {d, m}-bounded number of generators and so, by Lemma 3.1, its order is {d, m, f }-bounded. This proves the result in the case where G is finite.
Consider now the general case. Let R be the finite residual of G, i.e. the intersection of all subgroups of G of finite index. Since any finite quotient of G has bounded order, the index of R in G is finite. If R = 1, we are done. Assume R = 1. Then R is finitely generated and therefore R cannot be a union of an increasing chain of proper subgroups. Let R = α<β R α where 1 ≤ R 1 ≤ R 2 ≤ . . . ≤ R β = R and R α+1 /R α is either locally soluble or locally finite. Suppose that β is a minimal ordinal such that R β = R. It follows that β is not a limit ordinal and hence R/R β−1 is either finite or soluble. If R/R β−1 is finite, then so is G/R β−1 and consequently R = R β−1 , a contradiction. Thus R/R β−1 is soluble and so R ′ R β−1 = R. Here R ′ is the commutator subgroup of R. In particular R ′ < R and G/R ′ is residually finite. We conclude that G/R ′ is finite, which yields the final contradiction.
In any group G there exists a unique maximal normal locally nilpotent subgroup F (G) (called the Hirsch-Plotkin radical) containing all normal locally nilpotent subgroups of G [9, 12.1.3]. In general, F (G) is a subset of the set L(G) of all (left) Engel elements [9, 12.3.2] . However, in [8] , Plotkin proved that F (G) coincides with L(G) whenever G has an ascending series whose quotients locally satisfy the maximal condition. We will now prove a related result for the class of groups having an ascending normal series with locally soluble or locally finite quotients.
We will require the following lemma taken from [1] .
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a group generated by a set of Engel elements and N a locally soluble normal subgroup of G. Then [N, G] is locally nilpotent.

Proposition 3.5. Let G be a group with an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Then the set of all Engel elements of G form a locally nilpotent subgroup.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the subgroup H generated by all Engel elements of G is locally nilpotent. Clearly H has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Then Lemma 3.4 can be applied to each locally soluble quotient of the series producing a refined ascending normal series with locally finite or locally nilpotent quotients. Thus H is locally nilpotent, by Plotkin's theorem.
Let m be a prime-power, n a positive integer, v a multilinear commutator word and w = v m . We denote by V = V(m, n, v) the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Proof. Choose a subgroup H generated by d δ k -values in G. Let N be the subgroup generated by all w-values of G contained in H. Then, by Proposition 3.3, H/N is finite of {d, k, m, n}-bounded order. It follows that N can be generated by boundedly many elements, say d ′ . We see that N is contained in a subgroup generated by finitely many Engel elements and so, by Proposition 3.5, N is nilpotent. In particular N is residually finite. Let Q be a quotient of N having finite prime-power order. We know that, on the one hand Q is generated by at most d ′ elements and, on the other hand Q is generated by n-Engel elements. Since Q has prime-power order, we are in a position to use the Burnside Basis Theorem [9, Theorem 5.3.2] and conclude that Q is generated by d ′ elements which are n-Engel. Now Lemma 2.2 implies that Q is nilpotent of {d, k, m, n}-bounded class and, consequently, so is N. Proof. Clearly the class V is closed with respect to taking subgroups and quotients of its members. Let G be a Cartesian product of groups G i ∈ V. All w-values are n-Engel in G and, by Proposition 3.5, w(G i ) is locally nilpotent for every i. This implies that G belongs to the variety addressed in Theorem A and therefore w(G) is locally nilpotent. We will prove that v(G)/w(G) is locally finite, which implies that G ∈ V and V is a variety. Any finitely generated subgroup of v(G) is contained in a subgroup generated by finitely many δ k -values. Therefore it is sufficient to show that if a subgroup H is generated by finitely many (say d) δ k -values, then the image of H in v(G)/w(G) is finite.
Let H i denote the image of the projection of H on G i . Since G i ∈ V, Lemma 3.6 shows that each H i is an extension of a nilpotent group of class c by a finite group of order r. Let K be the intersection of all subgroups of H of index ≤ r. Thus K is nilpotent of class at most c, and H/K is finite [4, Theorem 7.2.9] . Now denote by N the subgroup generated by all w-values of G contained in H. Since H is nilpotent-by-finite, applying Proposition 3.3, we deduce that H/N is finite. It follows that so is H/H ∩ w(G), as required.
The following lemma collects two results that can be found in [11] .
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a group and v a multilinear commutator word.
(ii) If G is soluble and all v-values in G have finite order, then the verbal subgroup v(G) is locally finite.
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.
Proof of theorem B. Let v be a multilinear commutator word and w = v m . Recall that V = V(m, n, v) is the class of all groups G in which the wvalues are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. We will prove that V is a variety. Let G be a Cartesian product of groups G i ∈ V. Since V is closed with respect to taking subgroups and quotients of its members, the proof will be complete once it is shown that G ∈ V. In particular it is sufficient to prove that v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Of course, all w-values are n-Engel in G. Let k be the weight of v. Then, by Lemma 3.
has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. It follows that G i ∈ V(m, n, δ k ) for every i. The class V(m, n, δ k ) is a variety by Proposition 3.7 and so G ∈ V(m, n, δ k ). Thus G (k) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite and therefore the whole group G has such a series.
Proof of Theorem C
Theorem C can be obtained following the same general lines as that of Theorem B. Therefore we will just sketch out some steps in the proof and omit details.
Just as Theorem B, the result easily follows from the particular case where u = δ k . So without loss of generality we assume that u = δ k . The next lemma was established in [13] . An error contained in the proof in [13] was subsequently corrected in [6] . The following proposition can be deduced from Lemma 4.1 using a familiar argument. Proof of Theorem C. This follows applying Proposition 4.2 and arguing as in Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.7.
Concluding remarks
Recall some of the notation used in Section 3. Let m be a prime-power, n a positive integer, v a multilinear commutator word and w = v m . Then V(m, n, v) stands for the class of all groups G in which the w-values are nEngel and the verbal subgroup v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Theorem B states that V(m, n, v) is a variety. Assume that the multilinear commutator word v is of weight k. By Lemma 3.8 (i) in any group the set of δ k -values is contained in the set of v-values.
We will now have a closer look at the proof of Theorem B. Let G ∈ V(m, n, v). Proposition 3.5 shows that w(G) is locally nilpotent. From Proposition 3.3 we easily deduce that the image of G (k) in G/w(G) is locally finite. Now (ii) of Lemma 3.8 implies that the image of v(G) in G/G (k) w(G) is locally finite. Thus, v(G) is (locally nilpotent)-by-(locally finite) for every group G ∈ V(m, n, v). On the other hand, suppose that in a group J all w-values are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup v(J) is (locally nilpotent)-by-(locally finite). Of course, J ∈ V(m, n, v).
Therefore we have the following characterization of the variety V(m, n, v).
The variety V(m, n, v) is precisely the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup v(G) is (locally nilpotent)-by-(locally finite).
Let us continue the inspection of the proof of Theorem B. It is easy to slightly generalize Proposition 3.5 and show that if G is a group in which every finitely generated subgroup has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite, then the set of all Engel elements of G form a locally nilpotent subgroup. It is even more obvious that Proposition 3.3 remains valid if the hypothesis that G is a group having an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite is replaced by the hypothesis that G is a group in which every finitely generated subgroup has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite (in that proposition the group G is finitely generated anyway). Thus, it becomes evident that a group G belongs to V(m, n, v) if and only if the w-values in G are n-Engel and every finitely generated subgroup of v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. So we obtain an alternative characterization of the variety V(m, n, v).
The variety V(m, n, v) is precisely the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and every finitely generated subgroup of v(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite.
Similar remarks can be made vis-à-vis Theorem C. Let m, n be positive integers, u a multilinear commutator word and v the product of 896 u-words. Set w = v m . Denote by U(m, n, u) the class of all groups G in which the wvalues are n-Engel and the verbal subgroup u(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite. Theorem C asserts that the class U(m, n, u) is a variety. Applying considerations similar to the above we obtain the following characterizations of the variety U(m, n, u). The variety U(m, n, u) is precisely the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and every finitely generated subgroup of u(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite.
Finally, in the same spirit, we remark that the variety handled in Theorem A can be characterized as the class of all groups G in which the w-values are n-Engel and every finitely generated subgroup of w(G) has an ascending normal series whose quotients are either locally soluble or locally finite.
